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Gangadhara Rao has conducted many extensive researches on the
astronomical forces and its effects on the earth climate particularly on
various regions of the India. The variations in the solar cycle affects and
stimulate the earth climate. The moon affects and stimulate the ocean
tides and atmosphere too. The movement of axis of the earth inclined
at 23½ degrees from vertical to its path around the sun affects and
stimulate the earth weather and leads to formation of monsoons and
seasons etc. So the astronomical forces affect and stimulate the earth
climate it may be more or less but it is true [1]. These scales may be
taken as a part of scientific study of astronomical forces & its effects on
the earth climate.
In the time and scale of the universe some things from astronomy to
atom including living beings have been repeating once in every certain
time or period. For example, the south and north magnetic poles have
been shifting in every certain period. The sun spots have been repeating
once in every eleven years [2]. The lunar and solar eclipses have also
been occurring once in every 18.6 years. The seasons such as winter,
autumn etc. also have been repeating once in every year in the same
month of the year. The periodical menses in the females repeating once
in every month.
On the basis of the said universal facts, Gangadhara Rao has
prepared a time scale with 21 blocks, each block containing certain
prescribed cycle of years in which similar calendar years repeating one
after another that leads similar weather conditions of those previous
years to future years likely repeating every year. The rainfall of the years,
have been entering in the scale in percentages or as it is pertaining to
month, season, annual wise of the each and every year. If we managing
the scale in this manner continuously, we may assuming the weather
conditions of the anterior years on the basis of the posteriors years
weather [3]. On the basis of the principle, we can assume that a
considerable, ocourse it may be little chance of predication for an
ensuing years by study the data of earlier years.
Gangadhara Rao has prepared a model scale along with 60
additional scales in which all weather conditions such as rainfall,
temperature, cyclones, river water etc of all regions of India were
studied and analyzed elaborately.
Firstly see the astroclimatic weather forecasting study model time
scale [4]. In this scale, the June, July, August and September months of
the summer monsoon season were taken in a table in which the each
month is also divided into three parts the Telangana, Rayalaseema and
coastal Andhra regions. The monthly wise rainfall data of the months
of the regions from 1870 to till to available years now are taken in the
form of percentages and entering in the scale pertaining to the region
wise of the each and every year of we managing the scale in this manner
continuously we may assuming the weather conditions of the anterior
years on the basis of the posterior years weather.
Example for assuming the dry season or suppose to predict the
rainfall situation in the summer season of the ensuing year 2019: study
the 7th cycle in which wet conditions in 10 years and dry conditions in
14 years were occurred in the month of June: wet conditions in 2 years
and dry conditions in 22 years were occurred in the month of July: wet
conditions in 4 years and dry conditions in 20 years were occurred in
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the month of August and wet conditions in 8 years and dry conditions
in 16 years were occurred in the month of September. On the whole,
wet conditions in 24 times and dry conditions in 72 times repeated in
the summer monsoon season of the 7th cycle (As a result, there were dry
conditions occurred in the 2002 year also). Therefore it is a considerable
chance to predict that a dry season will be repeated in the ensuing year
of 2019.
Example for assuming the wet season or suppose to predict the
rainfall situation in the summer season of the ensuing year 2022: study
the 10th cycle in which wet conditions in 13 years and dry conditions in
8 years were occurred in the month of June: wet conditions in 13 years
and dry conditions in 8 years were occurred in the month of July: wet
conditions in 9 years and dry conditions in 12 years were occurred in
the month of August and wet conditions in 19 years and dry conditions
in 2 years were occurred in the month of September [5]. On the whole,
wet conditions in 54 times and dry conditions 30 times were repeated
in the summer monsoon season of the 10th cycle. As a result, there
were wet conditions occurred in the 2005 years also. Therefore, it is a
considerable chance to predict that a wet season will be occurred in the
ensuing year of 2022.
We can make many more modifications thus bringing many more
developments in the astroclimatic weather forecasting study time scale
and its all additional Astroclimatic weather forecasting time scale.
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